Critical infrastructure and crisis-affected actor? Investigating the double role of municipal administrations
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ABSTRACT
This WiP article presents first insights from two German research projects (one ongoing, one completed) on the double role of municipal administrations in crisis management. The ongoing project examines the municipal crisis management during COVID-19, the completed one focused on the 2015/2016 refugee situation in Germany. While crisis management has previously rather been associated with “blue-light organizations”, these two circumstances rather called for a predominantly administrative crisis management. While adapting to this new role, administrations had to maintain key public services: They had to perform as crisis managers while maintaining their function as a critical infrastructure despite being affected themselves for several reasons. Since 2015, public administration in Germany has found itself in almost constant crisis management mode, giving opportunity to learn and to adjust self-perception. Based on empirical analyses of interview data we aim to discuss the following questions: How did the two roles influence each other in the situations mentioned? Has anything changed between these situations?
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INTRODUCTION – GERMAN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN PERMANENT CRISIS MANAGEMENT MODE
Public administrations extend across all subsystems of society. Their tasks and functions include internal security and order, education and culture, health care or energy, for example. This is nothing surprising, but rather – at least in Germany – something taken for granted. Exceptions are situations in which the “mills of administration” are challenged in an exceptional way, sometimes even pushed to their limits. This refers in particular to extreme events, the management of which is the primary responsibility of public administrations, i.e. crises. In recent years, public administrations in Germany had to deal with such unexpected crises – leaving little to no time for preparation, planning or preventive action. Simultaneously, administrations are under enormous pressure to “manage” these “ad hoc situations” as effectively as possible. Examples include the refugee situation in 2015/2016 and the COVID-19 pandemic starting in 2020. Although these scenarios were not entirely unexpected, their sudden severity hit stakeholders in unforeseen ways. One challenge was posed by the federal system, which regulates crisis management responsibilities at different levels in Germany (see figure 1). The Federal government is active in damage situations of national significance, wars, conflicts (civil protection), and disaster relief at home and abroad. The Länder or states are active in local and regional major emergencies. By law, they are the upper disaster control and civil protection authorities. The district governments (as a bridge between upper and lower authorities) are the middle disaster control and civil protection authorities. The municipalities are involved in everyday incidents, rescue services, fire protection and technical assistance. They are the lower disaster control and civil protection authorities.
During the refugee movements in 2015/2016 and the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a coordination team at the federal level in each case, which regularly brought all the main actors involved “to the table”. Nevertheless, the main responsibility for managing the situation laid with the federal states. The local governments or municipalities found themselves in a kind of “sandwich position” between the state administrations and the citizens. They received new instructions (e.g. for the establishment of reception facilities, daily changing corona regulations) and information (e.g. numbers of refugees, corona case numbers) from the state administrations on a daily basis and had to implement or communicate these to the citizens as quickly as possible. This short-termism of information flows and action requirements came up against classic bureaucratic principles such as the need to keep (written) records, a pronounced rule-bound nature, the requirement to adhere to so-called official channels, etc. as well as structures, which sometimes led to restrictions on action and protracted processes (Schulte et al., 2022).

Both the refugee movements in 2015/2016 and the COVID-19 pandemic put public administrations on state and municipal level under pressure. They had to make critical decisions under dynamic and uncertain circumstances (Rosenthal et al., 1989). In other terms, they found themselves in a permanent crisis (management) mode, which they had never experienced in this way before. In this context, public administrations differ from “classic” organizations representing disaster and crisis management (authorities and organizations with security tasks (AOS)), such as the police, fire departments, rescue and emergency services. While the latter are experienced in disaster and crisis management as it is already part of their training and put into practice regularly (almost day-to-day), many parts of the administration do not even perceive themselves as part of crisis management (Schulte et al. 2022). This may be because while local crisis management in Germany traditionally distinguishes between administrative and operational-tactical crisis management teams, the latter are usually the primary focus (Ausschuss für Feuerwehrangelegenheiten, Katastrophenschutz und zivile Verteidigung, 1999). The operational-tactical staff consists of representatives of AOS. They are among the established players in the field and are recognized as “crisis managers”. In crises – often far less clearly regulated by law than in disaster situations – AOS are definitely important players. In the foreground and in positions of responsibility, however, are public administrations at all levels. At the federal, state, and local levels, appropriate coordination and crisis management teams are ramped up in crises to work with all levels to find appropriate solutions to difficult situations (Bundesministerium des Innern, 2015). In the few disasters that Germany – fortunately – has had to deal with, the AOS were nevertheless mostly the focus of attention. Public administrations and especially local governments received relatively little attention, despite their importance in local emergency management.

The mentioned crisis phenomena changed this massively and put various parts of public administrations under special attention as these phenomena were not primarily calling for an AOS response. These situations revealed the double role of German public administrations in general and municipalities in particular as a crisis manager or “administrator”, but also as a critical infrastructure itself. A central thesis of this paper is therefore that both roles influence each other. This paper addresses this assumption and discusses the questions: How did the two roles influence each other in the refugee situation 2015/2016 and in the COVID-19 pandemic? Has anything changed between these situations? Our contribution is based on two domestic research projects, taking into special consideration the crisis management of public (municipal) administrations in relation to the phenomena mentioned. For answering the question and discussing the assumption, this paper draws on data from expert interviews with representatives from public administrations (state and municipal administration) who were part of the respective crisis management team during the refugee situation and or during the pandemic.
SCIENTIFIC VIEWS ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION DURING CRISSES AND RESEARCH GAPS

Recent administrative science overviews on public administrations in Germany include the topic “crisis-associated challenges” for German administrations and sometimes discuss potential changes and reforms resulting from them, but crisis management of local administrations, crisis management staffs or crisis communication of local administrations are not even mentioned (e.g. Bauer & Grande; 2018; Bogumil & Jann, 2020; Ziekow, 2018). Hustedt (2019) argues that “disasters and manifest crises are rarely studied in administrative science” (ibid., 183), although political and administrative organizations play a central role in such situations. Reasons for that are seen in a focus on controlling “normal situations” (Schuppan & Köhl, 2016, 115) and a lack of sensitivity for the topic of administrative crisis management. This is justified by the observation that administrations seemed to be reasonably successful in crisis management in past situations (ibid., 2016, 124). In the field of security (and safety) research, various disciplines address topics like crisis management. There are several publications on crisis management staffs in the economic, social, security and safety engineering sciences. However, the focus is usually on the classic AOS in the context of crisis and disaster management, as well as private sector organizations, like critical infrastructure providers, and the operational-tactical side. The administrative staff has thereby received unsatisfactory scientific attention so far (among others, Gahlen & Kranaster, 2019; Gißler, 2019; Hofinger & Heimann, 2016; Kapucu, 2016).

Crisis management of public administrations in general and of local governments in particular are rarely researched topics in recent years and in comparison to AOS or companies. Perceptions of (local) public administration could most likely be assigned to research fields of procedural justice, legitimacy and normative compliance, which have their roots in classical social science approaches concerning social order (Hough et al., 2013). Main thoughts of such studies (often based on Tyler, 1990; 2006) are transferable to local administrations. The assumption that “legitimacy of authorities, (…), is paramount for ensuring their ability to work effectively” and that “legitimacy is important because it promotes voluntary respect and cooperation from citizens” (Bates et al., 2015, 445) as well as a high probability that laws will be obeyed (Bradford et al., 2014; Tyler, e.g. 1990; 2006; 2011) are relevant in terms of local government actions, probably in particular, when they are acting in context of critical events and crises. However, local governments are usually not part of such research. A huge part of recent studies concentrates on legitimacy and procedural justice of police organizations (e.g. Antrobus et al., 2015; Bates et al., 2015; Bradford et al., 2015; Mazerolle et al., 2014; Pryce & Wilson, 2020).

Research on public administration with a focus on “refugee management” which developed gradually after 2016, indicated difficulties in coping with the situation at different levels of public administration. Some (scientific) articles mention “failure of authorities”, “deficits in fragmented federal administrative enforcement” (Bogumil et al., 2016, 126), “management failure” (Schuppan & Köhl, 2016, 117) or “administrative crisis” (Frommer et al., 2020, 255). Empirical data from diverse research projects shows that the federal system produced a diversity of measures, different municipal logics and concepts. The research project “SECURITY COOPERATION AND MIGRATION (SiKoMi)”1 explored the role of public administrations during the refugee situation in 2015/2016 (Schütte et al., 2022). Results from expert interviews with public administration staff (state and municipal level) show that usually they do not describe themselves explicitly as crisis managers or their organization as a central part of crisis management structures. They often emphasize that they are not responsible for such critical situations and that they feel unprepared (self-perception), which they refer to their organization. They describe, for example, that they only set up crisis teams when it was already more than obvious that they were overwhelmed by the situation. From external perspectives, e.g. from police officers or representatives of other emergency organizations, this (self-) perception was often supported: Interviewed representatives from blue-light organizations partly denied that public administrations have characteristics of typical emergency organizations. They sometimes portrayed them as hindering or strongly slowing down structures of “their” crisis management (external perception). Another issue in the interviews was the discussion of usefulness of bureaucratic principles, structures and processes in crises, i.e., to manage crises (see above). In some interviews, these bureaucratic principles are described as barriers, which can lead to restrictions on action, e.g. in terms of ad hoc decisions, quick action (as crisis response) and protracted processes. In addition, the remnants of earlier decisions, e.g., on restructuring, savings and staff reductions, are repeatedly mentioned in this context, which, among other issues, resulted in insufficient resources being available for crisis management (as an additional task). One conclusion from the results is therefore that representatives of public administrations thus first had to recognize, accept and learn their role as crisis managers. Another finding is that traditional bureaucratic structures needed to become more flexible in order to implement both efficient and effective crisis management in dynamic situations. Only in this way would public administrations succeed in acting as crisis managers “at eye level” with the blue-light organizations or AOS (Schulte et al., 2022). In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the question arises to what

---

1 SiKoMi was funded by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research between 2018 and 2021; grant number 13N14741; German title “Sicherheitskooperationen und Migration”.
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extent something has changed in the crisis management of (local) public administrations since the refugee situation in 2015/2016 and whether they have been able to learn lessons that help them under the conditions of crisis caused by a pandemic. Because, local governance in pandemics is far from being trivial. Moon (2020) calls COVID-19 a “wicked policy problem” (Rittel & Webber, 1973) that imposes new challenges on all levels of governance, including the local level – challenges to act with agility, adaptability, and transparency under uncertain circumstances. Mayne et al. (2020) identify this mode of governance as “problem-oriented governance” and localize it as part of a larger ‘problem-orientation’ turn that has influenced various academic fields, including public administration (van Bueren et al., 2003; Head, 2022; Koppenjan & Klijn, 2004). Wicked problems are of complex nature and “require collective action” (van Bueren et al., 2003, 193). In this regard, effective crisis management requires the ability of a municipal administration to perform in a mode of problem-oriented governance. However, it also requires increased self-awareness as a crisis manager and acceptance of the role.

Taking on the new role brought also other problems to light. For example, during the refugee movements of 2015/2016, the consequences of earlier restructuring and downsizing as well as outdated structures became publicly noticeable when in some places entire offices had to cease their services or even close down temporarily. This resulted in (internal) organizational crises (Schütte et al., 2022). Such restrictions on functionality are problematic as public administrations in Germany are defined as a part of Critical Infrastructures (CI) (State and Administration sector). They “provide frameworks for public order. They guarantee citizens security and fundamental liberties” (BBK, n.d. (a)). In the two enduring crisis situations mentioned above, maintaining one’s own ability to function and, at the same time, “managing” the situation to maintain the state’s ability to function was at least challenging, sometimes difficult or even temporarily impossible. The following section goes into more detail about this double role.

**DOUBLE ROLE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT**

In the following, we will take both roles of public administrations in crisis management under consideration. First, we look at the role of (municipal) administrations as CI: The generally accepted definition of CI in Germany is “organizations and facilities of major importance to the public domain, the failure or impairment of which would result in lasting supply bottlenecks, significant disruptions to public safety, or other dramatic consequences.” (BBK, n.d. (b)). This certainly applies to local governments which administer services in various vital areas for citizens, e.g. the payment of social welfare, in the area of health protection or registration matters. The task as a CI in this sense is to maintain these processes for the citizen even in crises. This became very clear in the COVID 19 pandemic, when local governments in Germany struggled to ensure their own ability to function. In other words, they had to implement appropriate health protection measures for their employees (e.g., home offices or physical separation of staff) and thus maintain their own ability to function.

If we look in detail at the function of administrations as CI in Germany, we find that the various sectors of CI are, beyond the above mentioned generally accepted definition, precisely defined, containing threshold values for the criticality of facilities and, based on this, the requirements for protective measures (BBK, n.d. (a)). Public Administrations are mentioned in the sector "State and Administration". However, and this is of particular interest, there are no further-reaching obligations, tasks or thresholds for this sector and thus no binding standards to implement for securing the ability to act in times of crises. There will soon be changes in this area, because the European Union is currently renewing its guidelines for CI, which explicitly include the state and administration sector. This means that large parts of all administrative levels in the various European countries fall under the legal definition of CI (Vogel et al., 2023). In general, however, it can also be stated that the focus in the consideration of CI is on vulnerability and here primarily the technical and material aspects and in contrast, “facilities or services that make crises manageable” are not taken into account in Germany (Vogel et al., 2023; Voss, 2021).

The second role of public administrations is that of a crisis manager: Local governments are CI because they perform important functions for the common good. In addition, here the second role of the administrations becomes significant. They manage crises for the affected population, i.e. they take measures to manage the crisis, prevent its further escalation and return it to a situation of normalcy. The challenges that arose during the refugee movement in 2015/16 and the COVID-19 pandemic in the process have already been mentioned above: All areas of the administration were challenged to find solutions in e.g. pandemic management, at the same time they were important contact points for citizens in crises and had to ensure their own ability to act. Not only the refugee situation, but also the COVID-19 pandemic, required flexible redeployment, recruitment and training of personnel. Particularly during the pandemic, staff shortages due to increased sick leave and secondments to organizational units dealing with the crisis had an impact on both crisis management as well as everyday tasks. Furthermore, structurally induced “organizational crises” (such as digitalization gaps) became apparent, especially with regard to the registration of e.g. COVID-19 patients, as well as with regard to the data exchange between the different authorities.
The double role as crisis manager and, at the same time, as a crisis-affected organization with important tasks for societal functioning goes hand in hand with central challenges, which the research team at the Institute for Public Safety and Emergency Management at the University of Wuppertal already identified in the SiKoMi project mentioned above. In the process, two key findings were made: Local governments perceive themselves neither as crisis managers nor as CI. The lack of legal requirements for CI in the area of public administrations, as well as the lack of (self-)perception as a CI, lead to that local administrations are not well positioned internally for crisis management. Although being a central part of the political-administrative system, public administrations follow different logics than those of operational crisis management (reform imperative vs. crisis management imperative). Boin & ’t Hart (2003) argue “that effective crisis management is at odds with effective reform strategies”, for example, effective crisis management often means to “bypass routine policy-making procedures to speed up decision making” (Boin & ’t Hart, 2003, 550). Additionally, the local and the intermediary actors typically gain relatively low attention (by the public, media, research community etc.) in crises and disasters, compared to their counterparts on the national and federal level (Schneider & Park, 1989; Benton, 2002). This attention does not match with the high importance of local and regional emergency management. In an ongoing second research project, LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN CRISIS MODE (KoViK),2 which is funded by the German Research Foundation until the end of 2024, the researchers are now investigating the development of the outlined dual role in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and are looking for indications of the extent to what has changed in recent years.

THE ONGOING KoViK PROJECT – STRUCTURE, METHODS, AND PROGRESS

In the course of the 36-month duration of the research project, various thematic foci are going to be addressed, which are backed up by corresponding methods (see figure 2). In the first year of the project – 2022 –, emphasis was placed on establishing a sound basis for further surveys. First, different approaches to municipal crisis management were identified. On this basis, comparisons can be drawn between the administrative approaches and the much better studied crisis management concepts of the AOS.

In a second step, we dealt with working through our focal scenario “COVID-19 pandemic”: Especially in bureaucratic organizations like administrations, official documents play a prominent role also in crisis management and create realities in legal and process matters. Relevant documents from the COVID-19 pandemic, such as ordinances, organizational charts and others, were identified and analyzed with regard to their content, so that recurring patterns as well as unusual processes could be identified. This was accompanied by a media content analysis on the quality and performance of municipal crisis management – primarily in local newspapers, whose reporting area includes the case study municipalities. The combination of these results from document analysis and media analysis will point to possible (non-)correspondences of approaches that were officially communicated and those that were actually practiced.

The core of the research project consists of case studies in cooperation with municipalities, all of which are located in the German federal state “North Rhine-Westphalia” for reasons of comparability. The focus is on semi-structured interviews with municipal crisis management practitioners. Strategies for dealing with the pandemic situation, room for maneuver and limitations, as well as self-perception as a crisis actor will be collected and analyzed by means of a summarizing qualitative content analysis. The data on internal and external perceptions with regard to (practiced) municipal crisis management and crisis communication enable the identification of urgent fields of action, but also of good practices that have proven to be beneficial. Taken as a whole, the work done will provide a basis for the implementation of conceptual, technical, organizational and social optimization potentials of existing models of crisis management and crisis communication, which can be tested and evaluated by municipal stakeholders in the final third year of the research project, especially, of course, by those who have supported the project through their openness and expertise. Finally, transfer strategies will be developed to open the findings to all interested municipalities before the project ends at the end of 2024.

2 KoViK is funded by the German Research Foundation between 2022 and 2024; grant number 458544621; German title “Kommunalverwaltungen im Krisenmodus”.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

As the empirical phase of the project is currently in full swing, the aim of this WiP contribution is to present first insights from interviews with municipal crisis managers at the ISCRAM conference in order to compare the internal and external organizational realities and aspects of self-perception, contrasting insights of refugee management and COVID-19 management. Besides, the contribution offers possibilities to investigate technical, organizational and social sides of municipal crisis management and communication.

The federal system of Germany is of course a critical factor to consider in crisis management as crises rarely stop at state borders. Each German state handles crisis situations with its own set of laws and institutions. COVID-19 has shown that this results in 16 different approaches and huge efforts for interstate harmonization. Anticipating a scenario where crises become the “new normal”, administrative crisis management would become a permanent governance mode for normality, not for exception, calling for discussion whether the status quo is a proper set-up or whether creative changes are necessary.

COVID-19 also revealed what already became apparent in the refugee situation 2015/2016: The German information management during crises appears rather old-fashioned, slow, and incomplete. At the time of COVID-19, there was no update on the development of infections at the weekends. The reason is simple: Public health departments as part of the local administration were closed on Saturday and Sunday. Even when working, official reports about the pandemic situation were transmitted via fax machines. Similar observations could be made during the refugee situation 2015/2016. Germany could benefit from a nationwide and flexible tool for information sharing between administrations of various layers (e.g., for information about resources, capacities etc.).

Both crises show that the role of public administrations as CI in Germany is currently lacking a proper legal framework including indicators that would offer them orientation. Despite being legally defined as a CI, there are no further details elaborated, such as, e.g., prioritization of key public services during crises. Compared to other CI, such as the energy sector or health institutions, this lack of requirements appears remarkable and leaves public administrations somehow lost between their two roles. A solution for this unsolved situation might be on its way when the mentioned directive by the European Union will be implemented into German law.
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